Aluminium Systems

Our Company has been specializing in the
creation of aluminium systems designed for
the production of conservatories for
40 years. We are one of the leaders in this
area on the European markets.
Our profiles can be used to construct
conservatories of a modern and traditional
style alike, remarkably adapted to the style
or purpose of the given building. A wide
range of our products is supplemented with
window and door systems: turn only,
sliding, folding doors and roof windows.
The offer for assembly and installation
includes prefabrication in our production
centre.

CONSERVATORIES
VERANDAS • COVERS FOR SWIMMING POOLS • DECK CONSTRUCTIONS

We offer a complex software called
COVER to design and create estimates
within full range of our systems.
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“VARIANT”
SYSTEM

“RESIDENCE”
SYSTEM

In the VARIANT system
it is possible to achieve
a big diversity of shapes
and forms: from simple
ones, penthouse type, up to
complicated roofs with
a multi angled base and
multi hipped roofs. It is
possible thanks to a wide
range of system connection
and finishing accessories.

An exclusive system with
“a flat roof”, unique in Europe.
The stability and resistance
allows to create aluminium
constructions of big sizes.
Stylish and ornamental
profiles allow us create
conservatories of an distinctive
character and appearance.
A special gutter allows us
install outside blinds - an
excellent protection against
sun as well as burglaries.

okno dachowe

The system contains a whole range of
elements necessary to make the
construction look modern or
traditional. They include
ornamental elements mounted on the
ridge, at the end or under the gutter,
as well as elements masking edgings
and connections of profiles.

model Victory

A basic element of the roof section of
a conservatory includes its rafters in
a simple or ornamental shape with
grooves allowing to mount sun
curtains or lighting. The rafters are
applied in various cross-sections,
depending on the required
loadbearing, required to the type
of the fillings and the size of the
veranda. The option of big spans
of the roof is possible thanks to the
application of reinforcement profiles
introduced into the rafter
(e.g., to cover swimming pools)
A high quality of technical solutions
allows us obtain excellent visual
advantages, space, illumination with
a simultaneous preservation of
functional features including the
thermal insulation and protection
against wind and humidity.

